
Do you ever just feel off? An indescribable feeling that something is not
right? Contrary to popular belief ,  'not right '  doesn’t  always mean 'wrong' .
Naturally ,  i t  is okay to feel off every now and then.  The issue is not if
you are out of alignment ,  but how aware you are when you start to feel
off .
Having an awareness of a shift helps you to move forward as it  gives
you the power to regain momentum. Not knowing creates stagnation.
When there is a disconnection between the conversations that our mind,
body and soul are having ,  we lose alignment .  Emotions are the bridge
between these various aspects of our lives .
Whether or not you perceive them, they are sti l l  happening and are
fueling our existence .  When we disconnect ,  we begin a blind journey
from the backseat .  So how do we get energy to travel in sync with our
mind,  body and spirits? (Hint:  connecting with our emotions) .

Experience – something happens in our physical world .  You either tell  a
story or create a belief because of it .  Based on whatever story you have ,
you create a belief ,  e .g .  anger ,  betrayal ,  etc .  You use emotions to label the
experience .
Bodily experience – the emotion starts traveling through our body. You
notice heaviness in you,  shortness of breath ,  etc .  These triggers will  hit
different sensations throughout your body,  and typically ,  they cause
discomfort ,  which will  drive your body to try to remove it .  This drives
you into a behavior .
The effect is irrational action ,  being passive aggressive ,  etc .  and behaving
in ways that we feel will  bring us the most relief .  This behavior is fueled
by the negative energy,  which we end up attracting again.
Eventually ,  your emotions control you simply because you are not aware
of them. So you end up responding in certain ways ,  but are those
responses impulsive ,  or do they genuinely reflect you and your
intentions?

Stages that emotion travels through:
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A lot of times ,  your emotions reflect what is inside ,  and you do not
need to suppress them as you chase instant gratification.  
Ultimately ,  you want to get your body connected to your spirit .  Being
negative is a way of pushing yourself away from what you
authentically want .

Do a vibe check – feel into your physical sensations and lean into
them in order to uncover the burdens within.  Feel the feelings fully
and then release them. This is how you can start to get reconnected to
the moment .  Don’t get lost in images ,  rather ask yourself how you feel .
Don’t search for explanations for the things that you are feeling.
Having more control and awareness will  help you control your
emotions ,  and thus control the things that you want to attract .  Then
you will  be able to manifest the things that you would like from a
higher vibration.

How to fix this :
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